The article provides a preliminary account of the structure of relative clauses in Udi, an endangered language of the Caucasus. Based upon written sources, mostly from Tsarist times, and audiovisual materials collected in a documentation project, it addresses the formation and use of relative pronouns that are built upon either interrogative or demonstrative stems. The main focus is on the question whether the latter type of relative pronouns can be regarded as a "sprachwirkliches" feature of spoken Udi; it is argued that further fieldwork with specific elicitation methods is necessary to give a reliable answer.
0.1 It is a typologically salient feature of German and, to a lesser extent, English, that in the formation of relative clauses, both interrogatives and demonstratives can be used as relative pronouns (welcher; wer, was vs. der, die, das etc. / which; who, what vs. that) , with but a few restrictions as to their usage (e.g., English that is confined to restrictive relative clauses, and German wer / was are preferrably used in free, i.e., headless, relative clauses). To account for the emergence of this feature, it would be desirable to find comparable cases in non-related languages. Udi, an endangered language of the Caucasus, may possibly be adduced in this respect. In the following treatise, 1 I intend to address some preliminary questions that are related to the formation of relative clauses in Udi, and to outline on this basis the methods needed to draw a conclusive picture. 0.2 Since 1814 when it was first mentioned in the scientific literature, the Udi language has been reported to pertain to the 'Lezgian' stock of the East Caucasian language family.
2 Of the two main places of residence of Udi speakers, the villages of Vartashen 3 and Nizh 4 in North West Azerbaijan, only the latter has retained a stable population of Udi speakers till today, while most of the Udi inhabitants of Vartashen (now named Ogȗz) left their village in consequence of the Armenian-Azerbaijanian clashes in the late 1980's and are now scattered about several states of the former Soviet Union. On the other hand, a group of Udi settlers from Vartashen moved to South East Georgia in the early 1920's where they founded the village of Zinobiani, later named Okṭomberi; 5 the Udi community of this village has remained intact eversince and was the object of the documentation project 'Endangered Caucasian Languages in Georgia' ('ECLinG') in 2002-7. 6 Today, the number of Udi 2 Klaproth 1814: 177: '... sprechen sie einen Lesghischen Dialect, den sie für ihre Muttersprache ausgeben, und aus dem ich hier einige Worte, mit anderen Lesghischen verglichen, folgen lasse'.
3 Located 41° 4'5" N and 47°28'4" E. Erroneously spelt 'Waratschin' in Klaproth 1814: 177 and, depending on it, Hassel 1821, 762, 770; corrected to 'Wartaschin' in Sjögren 1837 : 118, 'Wartaschan' in Schiefner 1854 : 649 and, finally, to 'Wartaschen' in Schiefner 1863 : 3. The Armenian-based etymology given there (Arm. vard 'rose' and šēn 'village', i.e. 'rose-village') seems first to have been proposed by A. Berger (Berže) as it is also found in Seidlitz 1863: 171 (where, however, the name is spelt 'Wartaschîn'). The Udi pronunciation of today is vartašen. 4 Located 40°56'33" N and 47°39'56" E. First mentioned as a dwelling place of Udi speakers in Eichwald 1837: 16 with the spelling 'Nidsh'; this spelling, which is Russian-based, has remained widely used upto the present day. The Udi pronunciation of today is ni͑ ź or ne̒ ź (with ź indicating a retroflex voiced sibilant and ʿ, the pharyngealisation of the underlying vowel). -In the older literature, a few other villages of Northwest Azerbaijan are mentioned as dwelling places of Udi speakers (Schiefner 1863: 4 and Seidlitz 1863 : 171 list 'Sultan-Nucha / Ssultàn-Nuchà', 'Dshorly / Dshourly', 'Mirza-Beglü / Mirsabegli', 'Jangi-Kend / Jengikent ' and 'Michlikuach / Michlikoach'; in Gukasjan 1963: 79 Mirzabekli is still named as a residence of Udi speakers).
5 Located 41°53'51" N and 45°56'10" E. Named after the leader of the group, Zinobi Siliḳašvili (1890 Siliḳašvili ( -1938 ; cf. Schulze 1982:3-4. There has been a tendency to return to the older name, Zinobiani, in recent times. 6 The materials collected in the project, which was realised within the 'DoBeS' programme of the Volkswagen Foundation, are archived on the server of the MPI Nijmegen and available for registered users in http://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_brow ser?openpath=MPI534222%23; cf. also http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/ecling/ec ling03.htm#dProjekt. A few further recordings were made in the project 'The sociolinguistic situation of present-day Georgia' funded by the Volkswagen Foundation in 2005-2009; cf. http://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_browser?openpath=MPI664513%23 and http://titus.fkidg1.uni-frankfurt.de/texte/etce/cauc/udi/udissgg/udiss.htm. speakers hardly exceeds 5000 in Nizh, 50 in Vartashen/Oğuz, and 300 in Okṭomberi/Zinobiani; there is a notable dialectal divergence between Vartashen (/Okṭomberi) and Nizh Udi manifesting itself both in the grammar and the lexicon of the language. As the latter variety has not been the object of the 'ECLinG' documentation project and less resources are available for it, the present treatise is confined to Vartashen Udi. 0.3 Apart from being a rather deviant vernacular within the Lezgian stock it is assigned to, Udi is peculiar among the East Caucasian family in being the successor of the so-called 'Caucasian Albanian' language of the Middle Ages, the manuscript remains of which have only recently been deciphered and gathered in a scholarly edition.
7 Udi is thus the only language of the Caucasus besides Georgian and Armenian that is accessible to diachronic investigations based on written materials.
1. Although Udi has been the object of several studies since the second half of the 19 th century, there has been no investigation into the formation of relative clauses in this language, and the grammatical treatises available are rather sketchy in this respect. This is all the more astonishing as with the presence of 'finite' subordinate clauses introduced by pronominal elements, Udi has moved far away from basic patterns of Lezgian (and East Caucasian in general) where we would expect participial-like constructions instead. What we can learn from grammatical treatises of Udi is that in the Vartashen dialect, relative pronouns were developed, in imitation of neighbouring languages, on the basis of interrogative pronouns, 8 especially the pronoun mano 'which', 9 and that they are formed by adding -te 10 or -al 11 to the interrogative base. The former element (-te) , which also appears in subjunctions and independently, has been claimed to be borrowed from Armenian (e)tʿe, a general 'subordinator ' or complementiser, 12 while -al is the focussing clitic meaning 'also' or 'too'.
1.1 This basic account is by and large in accord with the data we find in the written sources of Udi, the largest bulk of which consists of the 7 Cf. Gippert/Schulze et al. 2009. 8 In certain cases the subordinator, -te, can be separated from the pronominal base, esp. when this is combined with a postposition or subordinated to a noun; cf., e.g., the following cases: (9) The noun in question may in such cases represent the head-noun of the relative clause, copied or moved into it, and even additional material; cf., e.g.: (11) Gippert/Schulze et al.. 2009, IV-30 ) and *-moč-'time' (in emočen 'then', hamoč-'when', and kamoč-al 'always', cf. ib., The reason for the omittance of -te may in this case be seen in the fact that the eḳḳa ('what') clause is embedded in another relative clause introduced by maṭġo-boš-te ('in which') here, with the latter element containing a -te subordinator in its own right. The same reason may also be adduced in the following example, where the subordinator appears independently, as a complementiser. Here we seem to witness the effect of a hierarchical arrangement of te used as a subordinator: when it is used as the introducer of an object clause, i.e., as a complementiser (lit. that), it cannot be copied further onto the relativizing element. The same analysis imposes itself where the object clause depends on verbs referring to 'not knowing', 'wondering' or 'asking', thus coming close to indirect questions; cf. the following examples: (46) 2.2 However, not all cases of relative pronouns missing the -te element can be explained by the principle of subordination hierarchy as outlined above. This is true, e.g., for the following verse from St. Matthew's Gospel which is peculiar for the repetition of the head noun in the relative clause: In contrast to this usage, the Gospel of Luke exhibits the following verse which does contain -te along with a repeated head noun (cp. example (11) 21 As a matter of fact, the materials available so far provide but very little evidence for this option, and even among the examples of relative clauses adduced by Pančvidze himself 21 Cf. Pančvidze 1974: 97-8 ( § 46). there is none with a relative pronoun extended by -al. The few instances that can be adduced here seem to suggest that -al can be used when the relative pronoun has a generalising meaning (in the sense of '-soever'); cp., e.g., the following sentence about horses which is taken from Samji Däs, the first Udi primer:
(54) Samji Däs 1934 , p. 55 (cp. Ǯeiranišvili 1971 As it is hardly likely that -te was substituted by -al here because the following two subordinate clauses are introduced by (independent) te, it seems rather conceivable that we have an influence of Georgian here, maṭin-al mirroring Georgian romelma-c which as a relative pronoun regularly contains the focussing element -c 'also'. This is all the more probable as the speaker in question, like many other Udi speakers of the community of Oktomberi, reveals many other interferences of Georgian in his speech.
2.4 Another problem that remains to be solved is the one we started from, viz. the co-existence of interrogative-based and demonstrativebased relative pronouns. In the Udi materials available, the latter type is represented by eleven examples in the Bežanov Gospels, nine of them containing the absolutive singular form mono-te, with mono (vs. meno) being the slightly more frequent phonetic variant of the independent (substantival) proximal demonstrative pronoun 'this one'. 22 The most prominent instance of mono-te is found in the first verse of the Lord's Prayer in the Gospel of Matthew:
(57) Mt. 6,9 baba beši, mono-te bu-n gögil! father:ABS.SG. our this:ABS.SG.-SUB. be:PRES.-2.SG. heaven:SUP.SG. 'Our Father, who (lit. this that) are in heaven!'
The synoptic version of the prayer figuring in the Gospel of Luke has the interrogative-based relative pronoun mano-te instead, 23 thus speaking in favour of an equivalence of the two formations:
(57') Lk. 11,2 baba beši, mano-te bu-n gögil! father:ABS.SG. our which:ABS.SG.-SUB. be:PRES.-2.SG. heaven:SUP.SG. 'Our Father, who (lit. which that) are in heaven!' 22 The Gospels provide 147 attestations of mono vs. 107 of meno. The latter must nevertheless be considered the primary variant, given that the underlying (adjectival) form ('this') is always me (312 attestations). Note that the difference as to the interrogative mano 'which' is minimal in both cases. 23 For mano-te, the Gospels provide 113 attestations. The question thus remains whether the relative formations that are built upon the demonstrative pronoun are at all 'sprachwirklich'. Given that they represent hardly ten percent of the occurrences of relative pronouns based on mano-in the Gospels; given that they are distinguished from the latter formations by but one character, o vs. a; and given that they seem not to occur in any other source available, esp. not in the recordings undertaken in the documentation project, one might argue for their being mere misprints. As a matter of fact, the Gospel text is anything but error-free, with misprints generating ghostwords here and there; 25 one example is the form manao appearing in Mk. 12,28, which must be a misspelling of mano-a, i.e., the combination of mano 'which' with the interrogative 3 rd person singular marker, -a: Finally, we may consider in the given context that the presumable ancestor of Udi, Caucasian Albanian, did possess a formation of interrogative-based relative pronouns, 26 but none based upon demonstratives. Even though the basic elements are different, at least for parts (the subordinator here is -ḳe, probably a borrowing from Middle Iranian, and instead of ma-we meet with a stem hanay-in hanay-ḳe etc. 'which'), and there are other word order regulations, the resemblances with the Udi system are striking; cf., e.g., the following example: 3. It is clear that the question whether the demonstrative-based relative pronouns of the type mono-te are 'sprachwirkliche' elements of the Udi grammar or not, cannot be decided with certainty on the basis of a handful of attestations in texts printed in Tsarist times. On the other hand, the fact that such formations do not occur in any of the recordings undertaken in a short-term documentation project cannot prove either that they are ungrammatical, as relative clauses seem to be rather rare generally in the spoken language: the transcribed recordings of the 'ECLinG' project (all in all ca. 7 hours of monological or dialogical speech) provide not more than 85 examples of relative pronouns built upon the stems ma-'where, which', š-'who', and e-'what', and the usage of an alternate formation might be determined locally or even ideolec-tally. As a matter of fact, the ungrammaticality of a given formation or construction can only be judged by native speakers, and this requires a targetted interrogation. For further investigations into the system of relative formations of Udi, it is therefore necessary to develop and apply a special elicitation scheme that addresses the variation provided by the existing sources and tests it with a larger set of consultants, including the Nizh variety. It is quite obvious that documentation projects can never cover the complete system of a given language; it may be language-specific, however, what questions they leave open for future fieldwork.
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